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This Invention relates to drivers and receivers for

interfacing CMOS (connpiementar/ metal oxide semi-

conductor) digital circuits to transmission lines and*

more particulariyt to relatively low power drivers and

relatively sensitive receivers for interfacing VLSI (very

large scale integrated) CMOS circuits to relatively low

impedance, terminated transmission lines.

Digital computers and the like often include a

plurality of SI circuits which are interconnected for

binary communications by single segment or multi-

segment transmission lines (collectively referred to

herein as 'transmissiori lines/. Drivers and receivers

interface the SI components of such systems to the

transmission lines. The transmission lines, in turn,

conventionany are traces which are formed on a suit-

able substrate, such as a PCB (printed circuit board).

For example, socalled microatrip fraces and strip line

traces can be employed to form transmission tines

having characteristic impedances of the order of

about 50R - 70R. Moreover, in keeping with standard

practices, such transmission lines may have their

opposite ends terminated in their characteristic inv

pedance. Thus, the output load on a driver for such a

transmission line may be as low as 25st - 36st or so

(i.e„ the effective resistance of the parallel resisttve

terminations for the transmission line).

The power Pi, dissipated intemally of the driver is

gJven by:

P, » vi

(1)

where: v - the voltage dropped

across the driver; and

1 » the cun-ent drawn by the driver

To a first approximation, a binary driver functions

as an open (nonconducth/o) or dosed (conductive

switch), so equatton (1) can be rewritten to describe

the power the driver intemally dissipates when it is

driving a terminated transmission line as:

Vt(Vt Vi)

P

R
L

(2)

where: V, - the voltage dropped

across the driver when

it [s conducting;

Vt * the voltage level to which the

transmission line is temiinated; and

RL - the effective load impedance

provided by the transmission line.

Thus, it will be evident that the power intemally

dissipated by the driver is proporttonal to the nominal

volfaige swing (vt- VI) of the binary signal It applies to

the transmission line and to the nominal low voltage

limit of that signal (I.e., the logical "O* level).

As is known, CMOS technology b attractive for

fabricating VLSI circuits having relativeiy high gate

densities, but the nominal 5V raB-to-ral voltage swing

(nominally, 0 - 5V) of standard CMOS circuits tends to

cause the output drivers for such circuits to dissipate

excessive amounts of power Intemally whenever the

drivers are working into lov^ impedance loads, such as

5 tenninated transmission lines of the above-described

type. In recognition of that others have proposed vol-

tage-buffering drivers and voltage-translating receiv-

ers for interfacing CMOS circuits to such transmission

lines. More particutariy, proposals have been made

10 for carrying out the binary communications between

such circuits atTTL (transistor-transistor logic) signal

levels (nominally 0 - 3.5\/), at PECL (positive emitter

coupled logic) signal levels (nominally. 32 - 4^V).

and at BTL (backplane transistor togic) signal levels

IS (nominally, 1 .1 - 2.0V). From a powerdissipation point

of view, PECL and BTL signalling are superior to TTL

signaling. However, PECL and BTL signalling are

relatively difficult to implement in CMOS (indeed, the

known BTL implementations are BiCMOS specific).

20 TTL signalling is somewhat easier to implement in

CMOS, but (t provides only a modest Improvement

over rail-to-rail CMOS signalling from a power dissh

pation standpoint

It therefore, will be apparent that there Is an

25 urgent need fa relatively low power drfvare and for

compatible receivers which can be economically and

reliably Implemented in existing CMOS technology for

interfacing VLSI CMOS circuits to relatively low im-

pedance terminated transrDission llnee. In response

30 to the at>ove-identifted need, this invention provides

very wide channel, open drain, N-channelCMOS driv-

ers and cascode CMOS receivers for interfacing VLSI

CMOS circuits to transmission tines which are tenml-

naled by their characteristic resistive Impedances to

35 voltage levels of the order of about 1 ^ - 2.0V. These

CTL (a coined descriptor) drfvers and receivers oper-

ate with a voltage swing on the order of about 0.8 -

1.4V on such transmission Iines for carrying out binaiy

communications between CMOS circuits configured

40 to operate with standard 5V rail-to-rail voltage swings

for their intemal signals.

In keeping with one of the rmre detaled features

of this invention, provision advantageously is made in

a GTL driver for briefly damping its drain to its source

45 when it is being switched from a conductive state to a

non-conductive state, thereby reducing the rate at

which the current drawn by the driver changes so as

to provide Increased damping for the vottage over-

shoot (sometimes refened to as •backswlr^g") and for

so the ground bounce which tend to occuron the tow^ o
high transitions of the binary signal because of the

Jg
inductance and capadtanca in the drain and source r*

circuity, respectively, of the driver. FurthemiorB, in 5
accordance with still another feature of this invention. ^

M the receiver advantageously has a dtfTerentla) con- O
figuration for JUbi'to-^g i"^ decision threshold from

impiementatiot' io-;,ipierneri^ation. despite CMOS
process variatk r^n in those imp c mentations.
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The preient invention will now be described by
way of example with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a simplified schematic diagram of a set
of VLSI CMOS circuits which are interfaced to a 5
transmission line;

Figure 2 is a simplified circuit diagram of a basic
GTL driver of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a simplified circuit diagram of a basic
GTL receiver;

Figure 4 is a simplified circuit diagram of a more
advanced GTL driver, and
Figure 5 is a simplified circuit diagram of a more
advanced GTL receiver.

Like reference numerals are used to identify like 15
parts throughout this description.

In Figure 1 it will be seen that there is a plurality
of VLSI CMOS circuits 11-13 (shown only in relevant
part) which are interfaced to a transmission line 14 for
binary communicattons. The circuits 11-13 typically 20
are functionally interrelated members of a "chip set"
for

.
say. a digital computer (not shown). Accordingly,

in practice, the transmission line 14 may be one of
several generally similar conductive traces which are
fom^ed on a suitable substrate, such as a PCB (also 25
not shown), to form an N-bit wide bus, where N is

determined by the computer architecture.

As wUI be appreciated, the interfaces between the
circuits 1 1

- 13 and the transmission line 14 may take
various forms In an environment ofthe foregoing type. 30Some of them may be configured to function as tran-
ceivers. so they have a driver 16 and a receiver 17
which are coupled to the transmissfon line 14 via a
shared or common node 18 (see the interface shown
for the circuit 1 1). others may have merely a driver 1 6 35
for a transmit^snly mode of operatwn (see the inter-
face Shown for the circuit 12). and atOI others may
have merely a receiver 17 for a receiven^nly mode of
operation (see the Interfece shown for the ci rcuit 1 3)
While each of the circuits 1M 3 is illustrated as having 40
only one interface, each usually indudes several
Interfaces, some of which may be bidirectional and
others of whtch may be unkJirectional

^^IS? ''!?"'^ ^* GTL drivers and mceiv-
ers of this inventk^n are employed for canying out 45
bmarycommunicationsoverrelao^^^
transmission lines which are tem^inated to voltage
levels on the order of about 1.2 - 2-OV. The transmis-
sion line 14 typically is a microstrip trace or a strip line

about SOst - 70at. so .t is shown in thte Instance as
having Its opposite ends terminated to a regulatedvoi^ge even of ZOV by resistors 21 and 22 wh

S

n!^L CharacteristicSpedance. This meansthat the driver 16 worics into a 55
lc^dofroughly25st-35st(l.e.,theeffectiveresiunc^
of the parallel temiinating resistors 21 and 22). Other
dnvers generally are connected to the transmission

Ime 1 4 (see Figure 1). but only one driver is granted
control over the transmission line Uatany gh^en time.
In keeping with one of the detailed aspects of this
invention, advantage is taken of the small feature
sizes (2.0^m and less) which can be realized in mod-
em CMOS technology to ensure that the drivers 1 6 do
not cause significant capacitive loading of the trans-
mission line 14 when they are Inactive.

In accordance with the present Inventkan. each of
the dr^^ers 16 comprises a very wide channel, open
dram, N-channel CMOS transistor 25 for transforming
binary signals to the transmission line 14 from a more
or less conventional CMOS signal source 26 (shown
only in relevant part) and for effectively Isolating the
transmission line 14 from the ordinary 5V raiHorail
signal swing of the signal source 26. To cany out
those functions, the transistor 25 has Its gate connec-
ted to the output of the signal source 26. Its drain con-
nected to the transmission line 14, and Its source
returned to ground (i.e^ the same reference level as
the OV raU of the signal source 28). Although only a
single transistor 25 Is shown, it Is to be understood
that it may be fabricated by connecting any number of
N-channel transistors In parallel wHh each other,
because such parallelism may be a necessary or
desirable expedient in some situations for producing
a transistor 25 of the desired effective channel width,
as more fully described below.

As will be appreciated, the rata at which the tran-
sistor 25 responds to transitions In the binary signal
supplied by the signal source 28 Is dependent upon
the rata atwhich Its gate capacitance charges and dis-
charges, respectively. Therefore, for higher fre-
quency operations, the output stage of the signal
source 26 advantageously is an Inverter comprising a
P-channel transistor 27 and an N-channel transistor
28. The transistors 27 and 28 are connected In a stan-
dard inverter configuration. More partfeulariy. they
have their gates connected In parallel to a signal node
29 within the signal source 26, their drains connected
in parallel to the gate of the transistor 25, and their
sources connected to the 5V raU and the OV rafl, re-
spectiveiy, of signal source 26.

In operation, when the signal at the node 29 drops
to a low CO-) logic level, the transistors 27 and 28 are
switched into and out of conduction, respectively.
Thus, the gate capacitance of the transistor 25 Is
charged relath^ely rapidly tjy the cunent flowing
through the source-drain circuit of the transistor 27.
That quickly pulls the gate of the-transtetof 25 up
towarti the SV ran of the signal eource*26, thereby
causing the transistor 25 to switch promptly Into con.
duction. On the other hand, when the signal at the
node 29 Increases to a high (T) logic level, the tran-
sistor 27 switches out ofconduction whio the transis-
tor 28 switches into conduction. This causes the gate
capacitance of the transistor 25 to be quicicly dis-
charged by the current dravwi through the source-

GSI011551
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drain circuit of the transistor 28. so the gate of the tran-

sistor 25 is pulled down relatively rapidly towanj the
OV rail of the signal source 26, thereby promptly
switching the transistor 25 out of conduction. As des.
cribed in additional detail hereinafter, provision may s
be made for nwre precisely controlling the output rise
tin^s and fall times of the driver 16, but it will be evi-
dent at this point that the driver 16 is well suited for

driving the transmission line 14 at relatively high fre-

quencies (I.e., frequencies of up to 70 MHz or so are io
realistic at the cun-ent state of the art).

Focusing now on the manner in which the driver

16 drives the transmission line 14. it will be under-
stood that the signal level on the transmission line 14
tencis to stabOize substantially at the voltage level to 1

5

which the transmission line 14 is terminated (2.0V in

mis particular embodiment) a short time after the tran-
sistor 25 is switched out of conduction (i.e., as soon
as the switching transients have settled out). On the
other hand, when the transistor 25 is switched into 20
conduction, its source-drain circuit provides a ground
return path for cun-ent flow through the terminating
resistors 21 and 22. Accordingly, the single level at
which the transmission line 14 then tends to stabilize
(again, after the switching transients have settled out) 25
is detenmlned by the voltage division which the paral-
lel terminating resistor21 and 22 and the source-drain
resistance of the conductive transistor 25 perform on
the voltage to which the transmission line 14 Is termi-
nated. The effective voltage-dividing ratio of the 30
divider is determined to a first approximation by the
ratio of the source^rain resistance ofthe transistor25
in fts conductive state to the sum of that resistance
plus the effective resistance ofthe parallel terminating
resistors 21 and 22. Thus, for example, if the low ("O") 35
signal level on the transmission line is selected to be
approximately 0.6V to provide a signal swing of about
1.4v, the channel width of the transistor 25 ordinarily
has to be orders of magnitude greater than its channel
length to reduce the effective resistance of its source- 4o
dram drcuit in conduction to a suitably low level. The
optimal channel width^ochannel length ratio for the
transistor 25 depends on several process and appli-
cation specific variables, but a ratio of about 1000:1
is typical at the current state of the art 45

Refenrfng to Rgure 3, it wfll be seen that the
receiver 17 suitably comprises a threshold detector
for reliably recovering GTL signals from the transmis-
sion line 14, even when those signals are distorted by
significant amounts of noise. To that end, the receiver 50
17 Is biased to have a nominal decision threshold at
approximately the midpoint of the nominal GTL signal
swing (e.g.. a threshold of about 1 .3V in this particular
case), but It also characteristically has a narrow
uncertainty region (typically on the order of about 0. 1 55
V) on both sides of this threshold. Signal swings on
one side or the other of this uncertainty region have
no effect on the binary level of the signal recovered by

the receiver, so such 'noise" effectively is filtered out
li This uncertainty region is a region of ambiguity, so
it desirably is very nan-ow. Once, however, the signal
on the transmission line 1 4 passes through this uncer-
tainty region, the binary state of the signal the receiver
recovers changes predictably.

More particulariy, as shown, the receiver 17
includes a relatively high speed cascode threshold
detector comprising an N-channei transista31 and a
Pchannei transistor 3^ The transistor 31 has its

source connected to the transmission line 14, its gate
connected to a bias supply 33 and its drain connected
to the drain of the transistor 32 which, in tum. has its

source connected to a 5V rail and its gate returned to
ground (i.e., connected to a OV rail). The bias supply
33 applies a bias voltage to the gate of the transistor

31 which causes Itto switch into and outofconduction
as the GTL signal on the transmisstorrline 14 swings
downwardly and upwardly, respecth^ely, through the
midpoint of its nominal swing (i.e., the nominal deci-
sion threshold). However, the souree-drain current for
the transistor 31 Is drawn through the source^lraln cir-

cuit of the transistor 32. so the voltage on their drains
tends to increase and decrease as the voltage level
of the GTL input signal swings upwardly and down-
wardly through the decision threshold. An Inverter 35
ampliflea the voltage on the drains of the transistDrs

31 and 32 to prepare an edgo<friven D-type flip-flop

to toggle its Q output to high ("1
") and low (-0^ CMOS

logic levels on the lead edge of the next dock pulse
when the GTL Input signal rises above about 1.4V and
drops below about 1.2V, respectively.

Various modifications and improvements may be
made to the driver and receh^er. For example, as
shown in Figure 4, provision may be made In the
driver for damping certain of the switching transients
which are generated when the transistor 25 is

switched into and out of conduction. These improve-
ments and the improvements that are described
hereinbelow for the receiver permit the GTL signal
swing to be reduced to a swing ofabout 0.8V between
an upper limit of approximately 1 .2V and a lower limit

of about 0.4V.

Some of the nrwre troublesome switching tran-
sients occur when the transistor 25 Is svvftched from
a conductive state to a non-conductfve state. The
drain-side parasitic packaging Inductance 41 and the
drain-side parasitk: capacitance 42 and 43 ofthe Iran-

slstor 25 form a ringing drcuit which tends to cause
the voltage on this transmlsston ftfw14% overahoot
its nominal upper limit by a substantial nwgin, and to

oscfllate for a prolonged period. Simllaty, the source- cm
side parasitic packaging Inductance 44, and the {g
source-side parasitic capacitanca 45 and 46 of the

transtator25.fonnanother ringing drcuitwhich tends 5
to cause a potentiaJly-troublMome oscilatocy 'ground co
bounce' perturtjance of the reference vdlage on the O
OV rail of the host CMOS circuiL Therefore, to reduce

4
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these switching transients, the driver 16a advan-

tageously is equipped with a feedback circuit 51 for

briefly connecting the drain of the transistor 25 to its

gate when the transistor 25 is switched from a conduc-

tive state to a nonconductrve state. The feedback cir- 5

cuit51 suitably includes a pairofNchannel transistors

52 and 53 which have their source-drain circuits con-

nected in series between the drain and gate of the

transistor 25. The input node 29 for the driver 16a is

coupled to the gate of th e transistor 52, but th ere is an io

asymmetric inverter stage 55 between the node 29

and the gate of the transistor 25, and two additional

inverter stages 56 and 57 between the inverter 55 and

the gate of transistor S3.

In operation, a low ("0") logic level signal at the i5

input node 29 holds the transistor 52 In a non-conduc-

tive state and the transistors 25 and 53 In conductive

states. However, shortly after the logic level of the sig-

nal at the node 23 increases to a high ('1*7 logic level,

the P-channel transistor 61 and the N*channel transis- 20

tor 62 of the asymmetric inverter stage 55 switch out

of and into conduction, respectively. The transistor 62

tends to pull the gate of the N-channel transistor 25
down toward ground, but^ the transistor 52 is now
switched into conduction, so it completes a feedback 25

path between the drain and the gate of the transistor

25. The transistor 62 is reiativefy weak (I.e., it has a

significantiy higher source-drain resistance than the

other transistors), so most of the discharge currant for

the gate capadtance of the transistor 25 is drawn 30

through the drain-source circuit of the transistor25 via

the transistors 52 and 53. As the gate voltage of the

transistor 25 drops, its drain voltage increases, IHow-

ever. the feedback path provided by the transistors 62
and 53 precludes the drain voltage of the transistor 25 35

from increasing to a level significantly above its gate

voltage. This limits the rate at which the current flow-

ing thnDugh the parasitic inductances 41 and 44
Changes« thereby limiting the rates at which the drain-

s\de capadtances 42 and 43, the source-side capaci- 40

tances 45 and 46, and the gate-substrate capadtance

68 discharge (as will be seen, the capacitance 68 dis-

charges to the source-side of the trahsistor 25 via a

substrate resistor 69).

Accordingly, the drain-side voltage overshoot, 4S

and the source-side ground bounce, are damped. Rn-
ally, about one nanosecond after the transistor 52 is

switched into conduction, the output of the last inver-

ter stage 57 drops to a low fO') logic level, so the

feedback loop then is re-opened to penrot the transis- so

tor 25 to switch completely out of conduction.

Turning now to Rgiire 5, it will be seen that the

receiver 17 has a bias circuit 71 for redudng its sen-

sitivity to process parameter variations and to perturb-

ances In the ground voltage level, such as may be 55

caused by ground bounce effects. The bias circuit 71

comprises a P-channd transistor 72 and a diode con-

figured N-channel transistor 73 for maintaining a con-

stant bias vdtage on the gate of the transistor 31. The
transistors 72 and 73 are identfcal to the transistors 32
and 31, respectively, so any process parameter varw

ations have essentially the same effect on the transis-

tors 72 and 73 as on the transistors 31 and 3Z
In operation, the transistors 32 and 72 are biased

for conduction by the voltage that is dropped across

a substantially-constant resistor 75 whtoh draws a

fixed bias cun^nt, Ibias, through the source-drain cir-

cuit of a diode 5 configured P-channel transistor 76.

The transistor 76 is matched to the transistors 32 and

72, so they ai) are affected in generally the same way
by process parameter variations. The gate voltage

applied to the transistor72 causes the transistor 73 to

draw a constant cunnent but the source ofthe trarrsis-

tor 73 is biased to the nominal decision threshold volt-

age level (O.SV In this case), so the gates of the

transistors 31 and 73 are heid at a voltage level which

is substantially equal to the gatB-sourcevoltage of the

transistor 73 plus the dedsion threshold voltage level.

Given that the transistors 31 and 73 are essentially

the same, this means that the transistor 31 switches

into and out of conduction almost precisely when the

GTL signal level passes through the decision

threshold voltage teve). As before, the voltage level on

the drain of the transistor 31 ie ampti5ed by the inver-

ter 35 and then applied to tha inlet of the 0-typd flip-

flop 36, but the Q output of the fllp-Oop now is

prepared to be toggled when the CTL ttgnal on the

transmission line drops below approximately 0.7V

and rises above approximate!/ 0.9V,

It will be understood that the present Invention

provides economical and reliable drfvera and receiv-

ers for Interfacing VLSI CMOS circuits to transmission

lines. Moreover* the drivers dissipate relatively little

power internally, and can be designed to limit the per-

hjrbances caused by the parasitle Inductance and

capacitance of VLSI circuits. The recetvers* on the

other hand, have the sensitivity and noise Immunity

that is required for recovering the low-voltage, small-

swing signals that are supplied t>y ttie drivers, even

when those signals are accompanied by substantial

noise. "
=

'
.

• -»*t-r"

Claims . i . . .

"

1, An interface for interfacing VLSI CMOS binary cir-

cuits to a terminated transtrteion line (14) for

binary comntunications between thie circuits at

signal levels providing a signal swing of about

0.8 • 1.4 V between a ltne-tenminat)ng voltage

level of about 1.2 - 2.0 V and a low voltage level

of about 0.4 - 0.6 V; the interface comprising

drivers (16) forfeeding binary signals from

CMOS circuits (26) to a transmission line (14);

each driver including an M-channel transistor (25)

having a drain coupled to the transmission line, a

5
GSI011553
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source returned to ground, and a gate coupled to

receive binary signals from one of the CMOS cir-

cuits; the gate of the transistor being of chosen

effective width and length, with its width being

many times greater than its length, s

2. The interface of Claim 1 further comprising

receivers (17) for feeding binary signals from the

. transmission line to the CMOS cin:uits, each

receiver including a N-channel fransistor (28), a io

P-channel transistor (27), means for supplying a

reference voltage, and means for supplying a

bias voltage; the N-channel transistor having a

source coupled to the transmission line« a drain,

and a gate coupled to the reference voltage; the 15

P-channel transistor having a source coupled to

a power supply, a drain coupled to the drain of the

N-channel transistor, and a gate coupled to the

bias voltage; the bias voltage being selected to

bias the P-channel transistor for conduction: and 20

the reference voltage being selected forswitching

the N-channel fransistor into and out of conduc-

tion as the signal on the transmission line drops

below and rises above, respectively, a decision

threshold near the center of the signal swing. 25

3. The interface of Claim 2. wherein recelverfurther

Indudes an amplifier coupled to the drains of the

transistors; and a flip-flop coupled to the amplifier.

the flip-flop being prepared to switch from one 30

state to another when the signal on the transmis-

sion line drops below and rises above, the deci-

sion threshold by a chosen amount

4. An Interface for interfacing VLSI CMOS binary cir- 35

cuits to a terminated transmission line (14) for

binary comnuinications between the circuits at

signal levels providing a nominal signal swing of

up to about 1 .4V t>etween a line tenminating volt-

age level of up to about 2.0V and a lower voltage 4o
level; the interface comprising drivers (16) for

feeding binary signals from the CMOS circuits

(26) to the transmission line; each driver induding
an N-channel transistor (28) having a drain coup-
led to the transmission line, a source returned to 45

ground, and a gate coupled to receive binary sig-

nals from one of the CMOS drcuits; the gate of

the transistor being of chosen effective width and
length, with its width being many times greater

than its length. 50

55
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Fig. 2
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